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An exercise book with a difference, STRETCH AND STRENGTHEN features 100 exercises, fully
illustrated, which apply the invaluable system introduced in SURVIVING EXERCISE. Soundly
based on exercise philosophy and on new discoveries in kinesiology and sports medicine, the
book fits the individual needs of everyone who exercises, from sedentary beginner to
professional athlete.

"Useful to everyone concerned with their physical well-being." -- Bill Rodgers —About the
AuthorNo Bio
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number
of pages displayed is limited. Pages 7 - 217 are not included in this sample. Page 221 is not
included in this sample.

The Pilates Body: The Ultimate At-Home Guide to Strengthening, Lengthening and Toning Your
Body- Without Machines
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Margo r., “Finally found it!. Been looking for a while for a copy of this book. Studied this
technique with Dr. Alter when she was at the UW but lost all my notes and copy of her book in a
flood. I still practice the technique today and am so glad to have the entire series documented
again!”

karenbrat1, “EVERYONE can benefit from this book. I own this and have given it as a gift many
times. I challenge you to learn and do the series of stretches "For All Active People" every day
for a week, and see how much more un-tense and flexible you feel! You may not even be aware
of just how tight and tense your muscles habitually are from your everyday living, until you
release them with these stretches.There are also other stretch series included, some examples
being for Dancers and Professional Athletes, or People Who Sit a Lot. Alter lists stretches which
benefit every part of the body from head to toe, and gives easy to follow instructions on how to
do each one, with troubleshooting text on how not to do them as well, and clear line drawings.I
have found that the best time to do these stretches is at night after exercise, then take a hot
shower and go to sleep. I wake in the morning feeling utterly relaxed, with my leg muscles
twitching as though they'd LIKE to tense up as usual, but can't :-D Unfortunately I am a morning
person with a fairly physically stressful job, and am almost always way too tired to do this... it
takes me a good 45 minutes to work through the "For All Active People" series. So I usually end
up doing them in the morning before work, since that is when I have the most energy. If I'm on
the Nordic Track by 5:15 I have time to stretch and shower before running out the door to work :-
D”

Adam Khan, “The perfect compliment to a desire to exercise.. This book and Judy Alter's earlier
book, Surviving Exercise, have the answers I've been looking for. I love to exercise, but I've been
plagued with injuries for years. And of course, the injuries set me back and have kept me from
exercising as much as I'd like. I've been looking for some sound, scientific information on
stretching, but have found very little. I had the feeling stretching would help prevent injuries, but
what's the right way to stretch? I had found scientific evidence that stretching can CAUSE
injuries, too. It's amazing to me how many books are available about stretching that have no
scientific basis whatsoever. Some get their authority from tradition (like yoga) and some are
merely the author's opinion. But finally someone has written a book about how to stretch so the
stretching actually helps and doesn't harm you. Judy tells you exactly how to do the exercises.
Sometimes the stretches are a lot like the ones I've done before, but small differences -- how you
hold your foot, the position of your head, whether or not you're keeping your back straight -- can
make the difference between hurting yourself with the stretch or helping yourself. I'm the author
of the book, Self-Help Stuff That Works, and one of the most important things I recommend is
exercise. It makes a big difference in your general attitude and sense of well-being. Alter's book



tells you how you can KEEP exercising for your lifetime, without pain or injury. I love this book
and highly recommend it.”

DaveYarnell, “A good book but use it wisely. "Stretch & Strengthen," Offered me comprehensive
methods to stretch any part of my body. I am a weightlifter, and I bought this book primarily to
help me with shoulder and leg flexibility for squatting and shoulder presses. The book offered me
numerous methods to help, and my legs have become flexible enough to allow my squat form to
become perfected.However, I should say that one should take things slowly. I mistakenly jumped
up to the routine "for dancers and professional athletes," and after only a few stretches I had torn
my rotator cuff. I'm still rehabilitating it and it will probably take about a month to heal.Don't let
this keep you from buying the book though. I didn't read the introduction and made the mistake
of trying to stretch through pain when the introduction clearly says I should have stopped. I
thought that once I loosened up the pain would be gone, but really the pain was not from
tightness it was from tearing. So be careful.”

Ezme Thomas, “Five Stars. Great book”

K.L., “Great book on stretching and strengthening!. Very informative book on stretching and
strengthening.  Recommended!”

The book by Camilla Rees has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 33 people have provided feedback.
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